
Mimi Novic & David Courtney
have released a brand new
album titled “Dream House:
The Journey.”
Mimi Novic is one of the most sought-after
inspirational authors across the world. David
Courtney is a wonderfully gifted composer
focusing on cinematic and immersive
soundscapes. The two have recently joined
forces to release a special studio album named
“Dream House: The Journey.”

This beautiful collection of songs is not just
another album. A deeply rooted experience
highlights the synergy between these two
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artists. This remarkable work of art allows the
audience to dive deeper into their artful
creativity and unique touch and enjoy a more
personal and introspective musical experience.
The release features six lush and immersive
songs, including the opening track, “Welcome
to Dream House.” This is a perfect way to allow
“Dream House: The Journey” to kick off, as it
provides atmospheric soundscapes and
immersive narrative Spoken Word segments.
The second song, Garden of Truth, dives even
deeper. Listening to this track feels like
advancing deeper into another state of
consciousness, exploring and discovering inner
secrets and hidden truths. In the words of Mimi
herself, “this is no ordinary journey!”

“Forest of Fear” begins with a lush soundscape,
as the soothing vocal narration welcomes you
into a place that is not meant to scare you but
to encourage you to confront your fears and
overcome your limiting beliefs and obstacles.
Despite the dark-sounding title, this is a very
positive and self-affirming song that
encourages people to take a stand and value
their self-worth: we’re all magnificent creatures,
every one of us! The album progresses further
with “Land of Broken Dreams,” which offers a
soothing keyboard melody and one of the most
immersive listening experiences on the album.
The track deals with the idea of reconnecting
with old dreams and accepting the fact that
everything that begins must also have an end.
This takes us to the next installment of this
wonderful sonic and spiritual voyage: “Valley of



Voices.” This track holds a very powerful
message. There are so many voices
surrounding us: people who judge us or see us
in their own ways. However, this doesn’t matter
in the scope of the Universal truth we seek. All
that matters is how we see ourselves and how
we can eventually learn to listen to our hears
before everything else. This is the true path to
awareness.

Last but not least, this stunning adventure
concludes with one of the most ambitious and
masterfully composed tracks on the album,
“Call of the Soul.” The introduction is
mesmerizing and hypnotic, setting the mood for
a stunning and vibrant conclusion to this
release. This song feels like the album’s
pinnacle. It is the end point of a journey of self-
discovery and awakening, like exploring a
dream with total awareness over everything
around you. This is the end, but is it really? The
message of this album is too important and too
beautiful to express in words alone. This is
where the musical side comes in, adding
context and meaning between the lines and
using sounds and melodies to match the
spoken words beautifully and add more to the
experience.

This release comes highly recommended to
fans of new-age music and atmospheric
soundscapes and minimalistic compositions
with a strong focus on spiritual growth and
soulfulness awakening.



Find out more about Mimi Novic and David
Courtney, and don’t miss out on “Dream House:
The Journey”! This release is now available on
Spotify and other digital streaming services.

https://open.spotify.com/album/1G0W2K3dv
Kz2paOVMh0mqf?
si=Gb54KxcBT6GEsVSx6exqBw

https://m.facebook.com/miminovicauthor

Www.miminovic.co.uk

https://www.davidcourtney.co.uk
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